
Editorial

Children of Satan

The “Children of Satan” whom LaRouche’s campaign CBS portrayed the debate. Underneath a picture of the
Vice Presidential candidates, in which Cheney is snarl-for the Democratic Presidential nomination identified

back in the Spring of 2003 as the instigators of the Iraq ing and rubbing his hands, a series of captions appeared,
such as: “I can snap this man’s neck like a twig;” andWar and the imperial policy behind it, are in big trouble.

They are under investigation, and, perhaps even more “Let’s quit the cat and mouse crap and take this out to
the parking lot.” The Washington Post Style sectionimportant, the butt of jokes from one end of the United

States to another. The force of intimidation doesn’t described Cheney as looking “as if he was about to grab
the North Carolina Senator by his gorgeous hair andwork so well when the world is laughing at you.

While the political emasculation of this crew is swing him around the stage.”
If the generally fawning press can see this psycho-no substitute for voting out Cheney and Bush in the

November elections, it’s a very good start toward logical reality, you can be sure average Americans
could.sanity.

In the most hot water is Beastman Tom DeLay, the But there is another aspect of LaRouche’s Children
of Satan exposé which is also hitting home: that of lyingHouse Majority Leader, whom the LaRouche in 2004

campaign committee targetted in the second “Children as policy. With the first pamphlet, LaRouche pegged
this crew as a bunch of followers of fascist philosopherof Satan” pamphlet, released in January 2004. That

pamphlet exposed DeLay as a “crippled, but reachable Leo Strauss, who were committed to ruling by ignoble
lies. That’s how they proceeded to get the President,neurotic,” who was turned by a tentacle of the synarchist

network called the “Fellowship,” into a “hopeless man- and the Congress, to go along with the war in Iraq which
they had been planning for a decade. That’s how theyufactured psychotic.” DeLay is now under legal investi-

gation, has been tarred with three “admonishments” by intend to consolidate their power over the United States,
and the world, for the years to come.the House Ethics Committee, and is increasingly look-

ing like a liability to the Republican Party. There’s no But today the lies are just not working. Instead, it
is becoming increasingly obvious that Cheney and hisquestion but that he knows that to be so, as evidence

such as his secretly changing the time of a fundraising gang of neo-conservatives are frauds, or, like the poor
President, they are totally insane.event, and having plastic surgery on his “snakelike”

eyes, betrays. Take the response of Bush and Cheney to the latest
blow to their lies about Saddam Hussein’s weapons ofBut not even DeLay is the object of lampooning,

the way chief Beastman Dick Cheney is. mass destruction, the Duelfer report. In response to
Duelfer’s report that no WMD existed, Bush and Che-Cheney’s appearance at the Oct. 5 debate with John

Edwards clinched the matter for millions of people: ney declared that the report showed their war, based on
the report that Saddam had WMD, was justified! ThisThis fellow is a thug with no regard for truth, and a

visible penchant for hate and violence. LaRouche’s is just what LaRouche’s Children of Satan III pamphlet
exposed as the Bertrand Russell method: People havelongtime description of the Vice President as a Beast-

man working for a policy of perpetual nuclear war, and to be made so divorced from the truth that they will
believe you when you say snow is black!with psychological control over the pathetic President,

was evident before your very eyes. So far, Americans are not ready to say snow is black.
They know that Cheney and Bush are either lying, orClearly, Senator Edwards was intimidated by Che-

ney, who, like the classic sociopath, has no conscience insane. The result is that the Children of Satan are losing
their grip. It’s about time. We’d better laugh them intowhatsoever. But the general public and the media were

not. For those who don’t watch late-night TV, it is inter- oblivion, before they can do any more damage to us,
and the world.esting to learn how talkshow host David Letterman of
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